A Comparative Study of Orally Delivered PBCA and ApoE Coupled BSA Nanoparticles for Brain Targeting of Sumatriptan Succinate in Therapeutic Management of Migraine.
The present investigation aimed at brain targeting of sumatriptan succinate (SS) for its optimal therapeutic effect in migraine through nanoparticulate drug delivery system using poly (butyl cyanoacrylate) (PBCA) and bovine serum albumin linked with apolipoprotein E3 (BSA-ApoE). The study involved formulation optimization of PBCA nanoparticles (NPs) using central composite design for achieving minimum particle size, maximum entrapment efficiency along with sustained drug release. SS incorporated in BSA-ApoE NPs (S-AA-NP) were prepared by desolvation technique and compared with SS loaded polysorbate 80 coated optimized PBCA NPs (FPopt) in terms of their brain uptake potential, upon oral administration in male Wistar rats. The NPs were characterized by FTIR, thermal, powder XRD and TEM analysis. The in vivo studies of FPopt and S-AA-NP on male Wistar rats demonstrated a fairly high brain/plasma drug ratio of 9.45 and 12.67 respectively 2 h post oral drug administration. The behavioural studies on male Swiss albino mice affirmed the enhanced anti-migraine potential of S-AA-NP than FPopt (P < 0.001). The results of this work, therefore, indicate that BSA-ApoE NPs are significantly better than polysorbate 80 coated PBCA NPs for brain targeting of SS (P < 0.05) and also offer an improved therapeutic strategy for migraine management.